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15 Exclusion of the Press and Public 

RECOMMENDATION that, in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of 
business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined Paragraph 3 of  Part 1 of Schedule 12A (as amended) to the Act, namely 
information relating to the financial and business affairs of any particular person 
(including the authority holding that information).

17 Resources Committee 13 February 2020 - Exempt Minutes (Pages 7 - 8)
Attached.



MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SIGN THE ATTENDANCE REGISTER

Membership:-

Councillors Randall Johnson (Chair), Best, Biederman, Bown, Buchan, Clayton, 
Coles, Colthorpe, Doggett, Drean, Eastman, Hannaford, Healey MBE, Napper, Peart, 
Prowse, Radford, Redman, Saywell, Thomas, Trail BEM, Tuffin, Vijeh, Way, Wheeler 
(Vice-Chair) and Yabsley.



NOTES

1. Access to Information
Any person wishing to inspect any minutes, reports or lists of background papers relating to any item on this 
agenda should contact the person listed in the “Please ask for” section at the top of this agenda. 

2. Reporting of Meetings
Any person attending a meeting may report (film, photograph or make an audio recording) on any part of the 
meeting which is open to the public – unless there is good reason not to do so, as directed by the Chair - 
and use any communication method, including the internet and social media (Facebook, Twitter etc.), to 
publish, post or otherwise share the report. The Authority accepts no liability for the content or accuracy of 
any such report, which should not be construed as representing the official, Authority record of the meeting.  
Similarly, any views expressed in such reports should not be interpreted as representing the views of the 
Authority.
Flash photography is not permitted and any filming must be done as unobtrusively as possible from a single 
fixed position without the use of any additional lighting; focusing only on those actively participating in the 
meeting and having regard also to the wishes of any member of the public present who may not wish to be 
filmed.  As a matter of courtesy, anyone wishing to film proceedings is asked to advise the Chair or the 
Democratic Services Officer in attendance so that all those present may be made aware that is happening.

3. Declarations of Interests at meetings (Authority Members only)
If you are present at a meeting and you are aware that you have either a disclosable pecuniary interest, 
personal interest or non-registerable interest in any matter being considered or to be considered at the 
meeting then, unless you have a current and relevant dispensation in relation to the matter, you must:

(i) disclose at that meeting, by no later than commencement of consideration of the item in which you 
have the interest or, if later, the time at which the interest becomes apparent to you, the existence 
of and – for anything other than a “sensitive” interest – the nature of that interest; and then 

(ii) withdraw from the room or chamber during consideration of the item in which you have the relevant 
interest.

If the interest is sensitive (as agreed with the Monitoring Officer), you need not disclose the nature of the 
interest but merely that you have an interest of a sensitive nature.  You must still follow (i) and (ii) above.
Where a dispensation has been granted to you either by the Authority or its Monitoring Officer in relation to 
any relevant interest, then you must act in accordance with any terms and conditions associated with that 
dispensation.
Where you declare at a meeting a disclosable pecuniary or personal interest that you have not previously 
included in your Register of Interests then you must, within 28 days of the date of the meeting at which the 
declaration was made, ensure that your Register is updated to include details of the interest so declared.

4. Part 2 Reports
Members are reminded that any Part 2 reports as circulated with the agenda for this meeting contain 
exempt information and should therefore be treated accordingly. They should not be disclosed or passed on 
to any other person(s).  Members are also reminded of the need to dispose of such reports carefully and are 
therefore invited to return them to the Committee Secretary at the conclusion of the meeting for disposal.

5. Substitute Members (Committee Meetings only)
Members are reminded that, in accordance with Standing Order 37, the Clerk (or his representative) must 
be advised of any substitution prior to the start of the meeting.  Members are also reminded that 
substitutions are not permitted for full Authority meetings.
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RESOURCES COMMITTEE
(Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Authority)

13 February 2020 

Present:-

Councillors Coles (Vice-Chair), Biederman, Drean (Chair), Peart, Radford, Yabsley and Wheeler 
(vice Tuffin)

Apologies:-

Councillor Tuffin
In attendance:
Councillor Randall Johnson ( in accordance with Standing Order 38 (1)
Dr Sian George – Non-Executive Chair of the Board of Red One Ltd. (for *RC/23 only)
Gerald Taylor – Red One Ltd. (for *RC/23 only)
Councillor Saywell and Thomas – Authority appointed Non-Executive Directors of Red One Ltd.
(for *RC/23 only)

* RC/13  Minutes

RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 21 November 2019 be signed 
as a correct record.

RC/14  2020-21 Revenue Budget and Council Tax Level

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(Treasurer) (RC/20/1) on options for the Authority’s Revenue Budget and associated 
Council Tax level in 2020-21. It was a legislative requirement for the Authority to set 
a balanced budget and determine an associated Council Tax level prior to 1 March 
each year and this report set out the necessary financial background on which to 
consider the appropriate way forward.

The Director of Finance & Resourcing (Treasurer) advised that the Council Tax 
referendum limit had been set by the Minister for Housing and Local Government at 
2% for 2020-21, a reduction from 3% in the previous year. The report therefore set 
out two options for consideration by the Committee in setting the level of Council Tax 
in 2020-21, namely:

 Option A – freeze council tax at 2019-20 level (£86.52 for a Band D property); 
or

 Option B – increase council tax by 1.99% above 2019-20 (an increase of 
£1.72 per annum to £88.24 for a Band D property)

The Committee noted that there had been an increase in grant settlement from 
Government in 2020-21 amounting to an additional £0.272m of funding available to 
the Authority, an increase of 1.7%.  The Fire sector had requested an increase in 
Council Tax of £5 per year in 2020-21 and, although this had not been acceded to, 
the Home Office had acknowledged this input.  The Authority’s share of the Council 
Tax collection fund surplus had decreased, however, by £0.174m which reflected a 
slight decline in the collection rates by districts. 
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Following the decisions taken by the Authority at its meeting on 10 January 2020, 
there was significant investment proposed for this budget to support reform of the 
Service with £3.515m (offset by ongoing savings, reduced capital allocation and a 
one-off use of reserves) included within the revenue budget proposals.  These 
included:

 £1.144m for Pay for Availability, the new On Call duty system; assuming that 
the system will be in place mid-way through the year, ongoing investment 
will be double the amount;

 £0.872m for additional staff working on prevention and protection, particularly 
building safety following the report by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate 
(HMICFRS) and the Hackitt review (post Grenfell);

 £0.322m for operational staff to support prevention capability and the matrix 
model introduced in 2019-20;

 £0.930m for professional and technical staff which includes investment in 
Health and Safety, Organisational Development and Fitness to support 
improvement against HMICFRS findings; and

 £0.242m for revenue equipment needed to fit out the new Medium Rescue 
Pumps per the capital programme.

The revised core budget requirement for the Authority emanating from the overall 
increase in funding was £80.343m (based on Option B, a Council Tax increase of 
1.99%) and therefore savings needed to be identified of £1.323m under Option B.  
This still left a gap of £1.743m to balance the budget (or £2.8m under Option A).  It 
was proposed that the revenue contribution to capital would be reduced to £0.557m 
for Option B (or £1.634m on Option A) in 2020-21 in order to balance the budget, 
together with a one-off use of reserves  of £1.167m, however, this would have 
implications for the long term affordability of the Capital Programme.

Councillor Coles MOVED (seconded by Councillor Peart):

“that it be recommended to the Authority that the level of Council Tax in
2020-21 for a Band D property be set at £88.24, as outlined in Option B,
representing a 1.99% increase over 2019-20”.

Upon a vote, (6 for, 0 against, 1 abstention) this was CARRIED.

RESOLVED 

(a) that it be recommended to the Authority that the level of Council Tax in
2020-21 for a Band D property be set at £88.24, as outlined in Option 
B of report RC/20/1, representing a 1.99% increase over 2019-20;

(b) that, as a consequence of the decisions at (a) above:
(i) the tax base for payment purposes and the precept required 

from each billing authority for payment of total precept of 
£54,212,834 (Option B), as detailed on Page 2 of the 
respective budget booklet, be approved;

(ii) the council tax for each property bands A to H associated with 
the total precept as detailed in the respective budget booklet, 
be approved; and
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(iii) that the Treasurer’s ‘Statement of the Robustness of the 
Budget Estimates and the Adequacy of the Authority 
Reserve Balances’, as set out at Appendix B to this report, be 
endorsed.

RC/15  Capital Programme 2020-21 to 2022-23

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(Treasurer) (RC/20/2) that set out the proposals for a three year Capital Programme 
covering the years 2020-21 to 2022-23.  The report outlined the difficulties in meeting 
the full capital expenditure requirements for this Authority given the number of fire 
stations, fire appliances and associated equipment required to be maintained and 
eventually replaced.

It was noted that the Capital Programme had been constructed on the basis of 
ensuring that borrowing was maintained below the 5% ratio of financial cost to net 
revenue stream, one of several Prudential Indicators previously agreed by the 
Authority.  The funding requirement for the Capital Programme to 2022-23 was £50m 
compared with only £39.8m of available funding.  

The Director of Finance & Resourcing (Treasurer) referred to the risk associated with 
the need to borrow further in future to meet the capital requirements in the light of 
reducing revenue funding and the associated potential breach of the Prudential 
Indicators.  To inform long term planning, therefore, the Prudential Indicators had 
been profiled for a further two years beyond 2022-23 based upon indicative capital 
programme levels for the years 2023-24 to 2024-25.

RESOLVED that the Authority at its budget meeting on 18 February 2020 be 
recommended to:

(a) approve the draft Capital Programme 2020-21 to 2022-23 and 
associated Prudential Indicators, as detailed in the report and 
summarised at Appendices A and B respectively to report RC/20/2 
and

(b) note, subject to (a) above, the forecast impact of the proposed Capital 
Programme (from 2023-24 onwards) on overall affordability and the 
5% debt ratio Prudential Indicator as indicated in this report.

RC/16  Capital Strategy

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(Treasurer) (RC/20/3) that set out the proposed Capital Strategy prepared as a result 
of a requirement within the 2017 Prudential Code for all local authorities.

It was noted that the Strategy provided a high level overview of how capital 
expenditure and the way it was financed contributed to the provision of services 
within Devon and Somerset.  It also gave an overview of how the associated risk was 
managed and the implications for the future financial sustainability of the Authority.  
The Strategy also provided the requisite governance for approval and monitoring of 
capital expenditure.
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The Clerk reported that the recommendation set out within the paper circulated 
needed to be amended to reflect that this matter should be recommended to the 
Authority for approval, whereupon it was:

RESOLVED that the Authority be recommended to endorse the Capital Strategy as 
set out within report RC/20/3.

RC/17  Medium Term Financial Plan

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(RC/20/4) that set out the proposed Medium Term Financial Plan for this Authority in 
accordance with the requirements set out within the Fire & Rescue National 
Framework for England (2018).

The Plan outlined funding, income and expenditure forecasts for the Authority for the 
next five financial years (to 2020-24) together with details of how the forecasts were 
constructed (including funding sources and expenditure/cost pressures).

The Director of Finance & Resourcing (Treasurer) advised the Committee that the 
decisions taken by the Authority on 10 January 2020 in respect of the Safer Together 
programme meant that savings had been identified now.  It was hoped, in addition, 
that the recent inflationary award on the grant settlement from Government (1.7% in 
2020-21) would be maintained in future as there was still a gap in funding of £10.2m 
to bridge in the next five years.

RESOLVED that the Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Authority be recommended 
to approve endorse the Medium Financial Plan for publication as appended to report 
R/20/4.

RC/18  Treasury Management Strategy (including Prudential and Treasury Indicators) 
Report 2020-21

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(Treasurer) (RC/20/5) in respect of the Treasury Management Strategy and Annual 
Investment Strategy in accordance with the decision taken by the Authority on 18 
December 2017.  The report set out the proposed Treasury Management Strategy 
and Investment Strategy for 2020-21, including the Prudential Indicators associated 
with the capital programme for 2020-21 to 2022-23 considered elsewhere on the 
agenda of this meeting. A Minimum Revenue Provision Statement for 2020-21 was 
also included for approval.

RESOLVED that the Authority be recommended to approve:

(a) the Treasury Management Strategy and the Annual Investment
Strategy for 2020-21; and

(b) the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) statement for 2020-21, as
contained at Appendix B of report RC/20/5.

* RC/19  Treasury Management Performance 2019-20: Quarter 3

The Committee received for information a report of the Director of Finance & 
Resourcing (Treasurer) (RC/20/6) that set out details of the treasury management 
performance for the third quarter of 2019-20 (to December 2019) as compared to the 
agreed targets for 2019-20.
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Adam Burleton, representing Link Asset Services – the Authority’s Treasury
Management Adviser – was present at the meeting and gave an overview of the
Service’s performance to date against the approved Treasury Management Strategy.

He made reference to the following points:

 The UK economy had been volatile in 2019-20 with fairly strong growth in 
Quarter 1, negative growth in Quarter 2 with some recovery in Quarter 3, 
moving towards a forecast of nil growth in Quarter 4.  This was linked to 
uncertainty over Brexit which looked likely to continue until a trade deal 
was negotiated;

 inflation was currently running below the Government’s 2% target which 
gave scope for interest rates to be held at current rates for a longer 
period.  The Bank of England had pushed back any forecast decrease in 
interest rates to June 2021 at the earliest;

 There had been no change to the Authority’s investment strategy which 
remained focused as security and liquidity of its assets over yield;

 The Authority had outperformed the three month LIBID benchmark of 
0.66% with a return of 0.85% in Quarter 3 and investment interest of 
£0.080m; and

 There had been no new borrowing and the Authority had not breached its 
Prudential Indicators (affordability limits).

* RC/20  Financial Performance Report 2019-20 - Quarter 3

The Committee considered a report of the Director of Finance & Resourcing 
(Treasurer) (RC/20/7) that set out the Service’s financial performance during the third 
quarter of 2019-20 against the targets agreed for the current financial year. The 
report provided a forecast of spending against the 2019-20 revenue budget with 
explanation of the major variations.

The Committee noted that forecast spending by the year end would be £74.645m 
representing a saving of £0.497m, equivalent to 0.66% of the total budget due largely 
to underspends in respect of On Call Firefighters, training expenses and rent and 
rates.  Reference was made to the proposed budget transfers set out at Tables 3 of 
the report which it was suggested should be transferred to an earmarked reserve to 
facilitate the early repayment of the Local Government Pension Scheme deficit.   
RESOLVED

(a) That the budget transfers shown in Table 3 of report RC/20/7 be 
approved;

(b) That the monitoring position in relation to projected spending against 
the 2019-20 revenue and capital budgets be noted;

(c) That the performance against the 2019-20 financial targets be noted.
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* RC/21  Exclusion of the Press and Public

RESOLVED that, in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act
1972, the press and public (with the exception of Dr Sian George and Gerald Taylor, 
[Red One Ltd.] and Councillors Saywell and Thomas [Authority appointed Non-
Executive Directors on the Board of Red One Ltd.]) be excluded from the meeting for 
the following item of business on the grounds that they involved the likely disclosure 
of exempt information as defined in the following Paragraph of Part 1 of Schedule 
12A (as amended) to the Act:

 Paragraph 3 (information relating to the financial and business affairs of any
particular person – including the authority holding that information).

* RC/22  Restricted Minutes of Resources Committee held on 21 November 2019

(An item taken in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act
1972 during which the press and public were excluded from the meeting).

RESOLVED that the Restricted Minutes of the meeting held on 21 November 2019 
be signed as a correct record.

* RC/23  Red One Ltd. Financial Performance 2019-20: Quarter 3

(An item taken in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act
1972 during which the press and public [with the exception of Dr Sian George and 
Gerald Taylor, [Red One Ltd.] and Councillors Saywell and Thomas [Authority 
appointed Non-Executive Directors on the Board of Red One Ltd.])  were excluded 
from the meeting).

NB.  Councillors Saywell and Thomas were present for this item in a non-voting 
capacity as Non-Executive Directors of Red One Ltd. (in support of Dr Sian George) 
but did not speak.

The Committee received for information a report of the Director of Finance & 
Resourcing (Treasurer) and Dr Sian George (Non-Executive Chair of the Board of 
Red One Ltd.) (RC/20/8) on the financial performance of Red One Ltd. in quarter 3 of 
2019-20.

*DENOTES DELEGATED MATTER WITH POWER TO ACT

The Meeting started at 10.00 am and finished at 1.10 pm
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Agenda Item 17
By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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